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Nuclear fuel chain „nodes” in Hungary 

CITY OF PÉCS, COUNTY BARANYA, SOUTH-WEST HUNGARY 

NPP PAKS



NPP PAKS

PÉCS:URANIUM 

MINE and HLW –

FUEL DEPOSIT



NPP Paks 1.



City of Pécs, 150000 inhabitants, „Capital of Culture

Europe 2010” and now want to be the „Green

Capital of Europe”



With uranium mine legacy, new mine

projects and HLW and fuel depositing

site projects..



Orbán-Putin Pact , January 2012
13.January 2014 – Orbán-Putin Pact about Paks 2. NPP



◼ The original Paks nuclear power plant (NPP) consists 

of two double blocks of soviet VVER 440 reactors 

which were built between 1979 and 1984. The 

originally 440 MW power output was upgraded to 500 

MW. A serious incident occurred in 2003 when a 

cleaning tank (made by Siemens-Framatome) 

overheated and a lot of fuel rods shattered. The 

Russians finally solved the problem and the pieces of 

rods were shipped to Russia 1-2 years ago only, top 

secretly, presumably by air plane



◼ Orbán-Putin Pact (contracted in January 2014): part of 

a very expensive gamble.

◼ „Hungary has to be an energy exporter. 

◼ Hungarian energy has to be the cheapest in Europa 

◼ to make Hungary the most competitive.” 

◼ – these were the ideological „catchwords“ made up for 

the population



◼ Moreover, given the reduction of public utility costs: 

electricity, gas (Russian import!), water, waste 

management (about 10-15%), the population was 

welcoming this policy. Meanwhile, there is no trace of 

energy efficiency and energy saving investments –

except where the EU supports such things.



◼ The contract includes a 10 billion EUR loan over 30 

years from Russia for two 1000MW-reactors with no 

payments due before 2023 when the reactors begin to 

work.

Nowadays Hungary got the actual amount of detail and 

then immediately repays it to Russia, of course, at a loss. 

Very good bussiness…



◼ Problems, contradictions:

◼ • A lot of secret pacts: LMP and some NGOs

(ENERGIAKLUB), MEP Mr.Jávor make a lot of 

actions of law and are trying to get the details

◼ • Who will buy the energy when old and new reactors 

work together?

◼ • Environmental issues, particularly with regard to 

cooling of the new units – it is planned with Danube 

water, not with cooling towers

◼ • Political and security consequences 

◼ • And last but not least: nuclear waste



TheEu. Commission announced on March 2017 that state 

aid would be accepted at Paks II if three conditions were 

met:

The Paks II. Co. cannot remain in the MVM group, Paks II 

must remain independent It is also necessary to separate the 

two companies so that the deficit cannot be spread within 

MVM if Paks II. would be unprofitable.

◼ The electricity produced there must be accessible to 

everyone on equal terms, and the electricity produced in 

the new blocks will have to be sold on the stock exchange.

◼ If it is profitable, the operating company will not be able to 

return profits to further development, just maintenance. 

The Russian loan will have to be repaid.



◼ EU managed Paks 2. as it was at Hinkley Point in

England, (but those gone with Brexit)

◼ A lot of quality problem with Russian Rosatom

planning and projects – as it is in Finland

◼ Political pressure to the Hungarian nuclear authority

(HAEA) for exceptional accelerated procedure for 

licensing

◼ Until now practically nothing happened on the

construction



News:  

- Governement commissioner  Aszódi resigned 

-

officially recognized that the project will be delayed for 

one year

Russian loans were rescheduled in secret negotiations
Russian loans were rescheduled in secret negotiations



Former research, now radiopharmacology

production reactor in Csillebérc, Budapest. 

2011: heavy 131 I release detected in more countries



Temporary LLW-depositing site  at laboratories





Nuclear fuel rods in zirconium

envelope



Temporary depositing site for nuclear

fuel at NPP Paks 1.



Decay of nuclear fuels on the time



Planned and acting radwaste

depositing sites in Hungary



Planned deep depositing sites for

HLW and fuel in the world



Bátaapáti, Hungarian place for LLW 

and MLW



Demo at planned Hungarian deep HLW and 

fuel depositing site, village Boda (8 km from

Pécs)



◼ International Nuclear Risk Assessment Group 

(INRAG) (Prof.Wolfgang Krompp)

◼ The JOPRAD Project: A step towards a Joint

◼ Programming on Radioactive Waste Disposal RD&D

◼ (BEPPER Project, Nuclear Transparency 

Watch)Broad framework for Effective Public 

Participation in Environmental decision-making in 

Radioactive waste management 



◼ BEPPER: Energia Klub, Pécsi Zöld Kör  

◼ Beacon („agyag”) project 

◼ http://www.nuclear-transparency-watch.eu/



Beacon-project, part of the European Joint Project 

on Radioactive Waste Management. The WP6 is for

independent expertise- but heavy attacked by

atomlobby-people incorporated into the EU-officials



Edward Teller, former symbol and supporter

of the Hungarian Nuclear „chauvinism”



Homepage of the independent university

environmental radiation measurement network




